Improve Safety, Engagement, & Operational Performance
The Complete Employee Training & Engagement Solution

Increase yield, boost productivity, and reduce waste — all while keeping safety top of mind. Alchemy's interactive training courseware, reinforcement and engagement tools, and digital recordkeeping ensure employees have the knowledge and confidence to take smart action at work.

Over 50,000 sites worldwide rely on Alchemy, utilized by:

Safety / EHS Directors | HR & Training Management | Operations Leaders

Reduce Safety Incidents & Insurance Claims

Award-winning courseware, technology, and multimedia messaging keep safety top of mind. Alchemy's engaging platform trains millions of frontline workers on critical EHS topics to:

- Decrease injuries and OSHA recordable incidents
- Reduce workers' comp and insurance premiums
- Build a lasting culture of safety

80% fewer accidents over 5 years
— TruFoodMFG

$21M annual cost savings
— C&S Wholesale

Short, focused EHS courses with “active learning”
**Accelerate Onboarding & Easily Track Training**

Streamline onboarding with short courses that emphasize “active learning” to drive comprehension quickly. And stay audit-ready 24/7 with automated digital documentation and reporting.

- Deliver individual or group-based training for up to 150 employees
- Standardize important messaging across all lines, shifts, and locations
- Build structured learning plans by job role and department

> “Alchemy has awesome reporting tools. Now I’m able to spend less time on recordkeeping, and more time analyzing the results and finding the gaps.”

— Apryl Washington, CreativeWerks Packaging

**Improve Quality & Drive Operational Performance**

Ensure workers understand and follow key SOPs by using Alchemy to build facility- and task-specific training. Continuous reinforcement and one-on-one coaching ensure correct application, every time.

- Verify and correct behavior with mobile coaching technology designed for the manufacturing floor
- Improve task-specific proficiency and consistency
- Increase yield and reduce quality holds

32% lift in production efficiency
— ConAgra

36% fewer quality compliants
— Vanee Foods
Over 1,000 Clients with 97% Renewal
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